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amazon com lords of the atlas is a classic story of morocco and the rise and spectacular fall of the house of glaoua madini and t hamı el glaoui sons of a moroccan caid by an ethiopian concubine rose meteorically to power in the almost medieval state of morocco at the end of the nineteenth century, thami el glaoui wikipedia - thami el glaoui berber arabic 1879 23 january 1956 known in english as lord of the atlas was the pasha of marrakesh from 1912 to 1956 his family name was el mezouari from a title given an ancestor by ismail ibn sharif in 1700 while el glaoui refers to his chieftainship of the glaua glawa tribe of the, morocco that was walter harris amazon com - this book is brilliant sharp melodramatic extremely funny rough guide to morocco originally published in 1921 morocco that was is a first hand narrative account of a pivotal turning point in morocco s history, thami el glaoui wikip dia - voir aussi articles connexes histoire du maroc mehdi el glaoui bibliographie j r me et jean tharaud marrakech ou les seigneurs de l atlas plon paris 1920 1 re dition 284 p notice bnf n o en gavin maxwell lords of the atlas the rise and fall of the house of glaua 1893 1956 premi re dition longmans greens co londres 1966 318 p
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